Council of Governors’
PEOPLE GROUP

4 November 2021 - 11:00 - 13:00
MS Teams
Click here to join the meeting

AGENDA
Time
11:00

Item
1.

Subject
Welcome and Apologies for absence
Apologies have been received from: Polly Maguire

Lead

Format

LP

Verbal

2.

Any declarations of interest relating to items on the agenda

LP

Verbal

3.

Approval of the minutes for the meeting held on 5 August 2021

LP

Enc A

4.

Review of the Action Log and Matters Arising

LP

Enc B

ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
11:10

12:20

5.

Update on the People Strategy - Resourcing

IC

Presentation
Enc C

6.

An Overview of Colleague Engagement in Respect to the Merger

IC

Presentation
Enc D

7.

Review of the People section of the performance exception
report

IC

Enc E

8.

Report from the Membership Strategy Group

JK

Enc F

9.

Draft People Group Workplan 2022

LP

Enc G

FOR INFORMATION
12:45

10.

Report from the People Committee

JK

Enc H

11.

Feedback from Governors

KB/IH

Verbal

12.

Report from the Charitable Funds Committee

JK

Enc I

13.

Any communication issues arising out of items on the agenda

LP

Verbal

14.

Feedback on meeting and Future Agenda Items

LP

Verbal

15.

Any Other Business

LP

Verbal

16.

Date and Time of Next Meeting – Wednesday 16 February 2022, 10:30 - 12:30, Venue: TBC

The People Group
04 11 21

COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
PEOPLE GROUP
Minutes of the Meeting Held on 5 August 2021 at 11:00
Via MS Teams
Present
Manuel-Blanco-Guzman
Robert Cornes
Melanie Devine
Jeanette Keech
Polly Maguire
Heather Shearer
Tim Slattery
In attendance
Isobel Clements
Kate Butler (Deputy Lead
Governor)
Ian Hawkins (Lead
Governor)
Carol Lydiate
Apologies
Sumitar Young
Julie Jones
Julius Ndlovu
Phil Hodgson
Lynn Pearson
1.

Staff Governor
Appointed Governor - Taunton Samaritans
Public Governor – Somerset West and Taunton
Public Governor – Somerset West and Taunton
Staff Governor
Appointed Governor- Mendip and South Somerset District
Councils
Public Governor – Somerset West and Taunton
Director of People and Organisational Development
Public Governor – Somerset West and Taunton
Public Governor - South Somerset
Governor and Membership Support Officer and PA to the
Chairman (Notetaker)
Public Governor – Somerset West and Taunton
Staff Governor
Staff Governor
Staff Governor
Staff Governor (Chair)

WELCOME AND APOLOGIES
In the absence of the Chair, Lynn Pearson, the meeting was chaired by Jeanette Keech,
Deputy Chair, who welcomed everyone to the meeting. Apologies received are recorded
above.

2

ANY DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST RELATING TO ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
There were no items declared in respect to items on the agenda.

3.

REVIEW OF THE MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING
The minutes of the meeting of the People Group held on 22 May 2021 were approved as a
true and accurate record of the meeting.

4.

REVIEW OF THE ACTION LOG AND MATTERS ARISING:
The action log was reviewed with the following comments noted:
Item 8: Access to training provided by the Diversity Trust - This action is outstanding.
Carol Lydiate will follow up. Jeanette Keech noted that although governors have access to
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Staff News there are links within it which are linked to pages on the intranet, which
governors do not have access to. The Group was advised to let Carol Lydiate know if
there was anything they would like to read and she would copy it and circulate it to
governors.
Item 16 – Hot food provision out of hours: Isobel Clements reported that options on the
provision for hot food for colleagues are being explored. Governors will be kept informed
on progress. Action: IC.
ITEMS FOR DISCUSSION
5.

UPDATE ON THE PEOPLE STRATEGY - FOCUS ON DEVELOPMENT
Isobel Clements reminded the Group that the People Strategy, which had been due to be
updated this year, has been rolled over into a fourth year due to time constraints imposed
by the Covid-19 pandemic. Work has commenced on the update. Isobel stressed that the
difficulties experienced in each of the four areas covered in the strategy (resourcing,
diversity, engagement, and development) were huge.
Development is a key area in the strategy and although the issues with recruitment are
known, development goes on in the background. Isobel met this week with the national
deputy chief people officer for NHSI/E. The development work the Trust is undertaking
was shared at this meeting and as a result Isobel has been invited to London to discuss
this work in more detail.
Examples of some of the areas covered in the presentation shared with governors are:
− Technology enhanced learning for staff, which also linked to how patients can
access healthcare through digital routes.
− Supporting overseas colleagues to adjust to UK/SFTs culture.
− Clinical Skills - 53 colleagues trained to fit test PPE.
− Clinical Skills - supporting mental health training for deteriorating patients
− Clinical Skills - Resuscitation services - new projects to support life support skills,
first Aid at Work course and the formation of the Resuscitation Committee.
− Apprenticeships - 462 apprentices currently on the programme. The Trust works
with 20 different Colleges, Universities and other training providers to deliver this.
23 projects are supported.
− University Status has been achieved at Bridgwater and Taunton College. Courses
for nursing and associated healthcare professionals are due to start in Summer
2022.
− 100+ junior doctors recently started at the Trust. Musgrove Park Academy is being
upgraded to accommodate a new influx of junior doctors from another university in
due course.
− Recruitment - Governors raised concerns around recruitment, not only in respect to
the current position, but in anticipation of the merger with Yeovil District Hospital.
Isobel Clements extended an invitation to the People Group governors to attend
the deep dive into resourcing at the September People Committee, where they
would gain a more in depth understanding of the work being undertaken in this
area.
− Communication skills - The Group discussed the importance of colleagues having
clear communication skills so that patients understand what is being said to them.
Isobel Clements assured governors that one of the elements in the Care Certificate
is communication and offered to provide more information on this for them.
Action: IC
The Group discussed the issues that overseas colleagues face when it comes to
understanding the culture of their adopted country and were keen to know that this is being
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addressed. Isobel Clements assured the group that this is part of the inclusion agenda
and that it was not just about integrating the individual into this country’s culture, but for us
to understand theirs too.
Manuel Blanco-Guzman raised concern about how the organisation’s coaching/mentoring
process can be perceived by some as a ‘punishment’. Isobel offered to follow this up with
him outside of the meeting. Action: IC.
Isobel reminded the Group of her invitation to them to attend the deep dive at the People
Committee on resourcing in September. Governors will be sent the details for this.
In respect to the forthcoming merger with Yeovil District Hospital governors were assured
that engagement work with staff will be undertaken over the coming months to understand
their perspective and concerns about the merger. The two trusts will make use of NHS
Improvement’s people plan, alongside listening to colleagues, as part of this engagement
process.
The Group discussed whether recruitment levels are at the right level within the
organisation? During the discussion Manuel Blanco-Guzman suggested that there should
be a programme in place for each service/department to develop an ongoing reporting
system to plan for staffing levels for the future. He also suggested that when a business
case has been developed for a service it should be reviewed once recruitment has taken
place to check that the right balance of personnel is in place for the service.
Kate Butler raised the issue of the importance of the Board or possibly Governors, taking
time to go down to various departments to thank them for all they are doing as it would
mean a lot to staff who are working so hard and are under pressure and would help them
to feel valued.
6.

REVIEW OF THE PEOPLE SECTION OF THE PERFORMANCE EXCEPTION REPORT
In the discussion on the exception report, Isobel Clements assured the Group that a huge
amount of work is being undertaken in respect to colleague wellbeing and that mandatory
training levels were doing well
Heather Shearer queried the ‘Our Services Safe’ section at the end of the report, which
summaries the CQC’s findings following their review. It was noted that this point was
addressed at a previous meeting and Carol Lydiate offered to re-circulate the response to
this query to the group. Action: CL.

7.

EQUALITY AND DIVERSITY REPORT
The Equality and Diversity report updated on the five colleague networks and provided
information on the newly launched Inclusion Steering Group and the Cultural Board. A
Reverse Mentoring Pilot Programme has also been piloted with three pairs of
mentors/executive mentees. Following a positive evaluation of the pilot consideration will
be given as to how to continue what was felt to be a beneficial programme of work.
During discussion concern was raised by Tim Slattery about the level of microaggression
behaviour experienced by minority groups in hospitals around the country. Isobel
Clements stated that nationally aggression towards staff is increasing and assured the
Group that the Trust was doing all it can to protect colleagues but that it could not
guarantee that it does not happen here. Isobel acknowledged that microaggression was a
chronic problem in social care. Manuel Blanco-Guzman stated that this issue had been
raised with Peter Lewis at a Staff Governor meeting and that the Trust should reinforce a
zero-tolerance approach and increase the number of posters around the organisation
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about this issue. Isobel Clements responded that there needs to be a whole re-education
of society in respect to this very real problem and assured the Group that this was being
looked at ‘in the round’.
Melanie Devine asked if she could put in touch with the person who leads the military
network so that she could pass on concerns that military people on admission were not
being flagged up on the admission card as this is helpful for the chaplaincy team. Isobel
agreed to link her with Anna Verve. Action: IC.
8.

IIMPLEMENTATION OF THE MEMBERSHIP STRATEGY
The Group received a fuller report from the Membership Strategy Group at this meeting
from Jeanette Keech and Carol Lydiate. The report outlined the membership engagement
events which have been undertaken, including Members’ Briefing and Medicine for
Members. Samples of the new recruitment materials were shared.
Future plans are to undertake a membership recruitment campaign, to update the
Membership page on the website and to use social media more to encourage membership.
The Group also heard about the work of the Youth Strategy Group, which was set up in
May. It is tasked to think about how to encourage younger people to become members
too. Contact has been made with Yeovil District Hospital’s Corporate Services Officer,
who is their governor and membership lead. The Membership Strategy Group has given
an open invitation to her to attend the groups’ meetings. This is seen as a positive step as
the two trusts move towards merger next year.
Tim Slattery commented that he thought that the Group missed an opportunity by not
having leaflets available at the Covid-Vaccination Centre.

FOR INFORMATION
9.

REPORT FROM THE PEOPLE COMMITTEE
The minutes from the People Committee meeting held on 2 June 2021 were noted.

10.

FEEDBACK FROM GOVERNORS
Ian Hawkins, Lead Governor, commented that he felt that the People Group is working
well, but cautioned against getting too involved on the operational side of the work of the
organisation.
In response to Tim’s comments about the vaccination centre, Ian stated that it had not
been felt appropriate to use leaflets, due to them being possibly harbingers of infection and
the fact that members of the public were in and out of the centre so quickly. He noted the
tremendous support from the public for the NHS at the vaccination centre and during the
lockdown and that the Trust should endeavour to capitalise on this.
Kate Butler reported that relationships are building with the lead governors at Yeovil
District Hospital with both herself and Ian meeting with them monthly.
Jeanette Keech noted that the Yeovil governors were experiencing the same feelings of
concern that the Taunton and Somerset governors did during the last merger and that it
was important that the SFT governors do what they can to support them at this uncertain
time.
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11.

REPORT FROM THE CHARITABLE FUNDS COMMITTEE
Manuel Blanco-Guzman raised concern about the admin fees which his department is
charged on its charitable fund statements. Carol Lydiate suggested he contacts Nick
Boatwright, the charitable funds administrator to get an understanding of what this fee is
for.
The Charitable Funds Committee report was noted.

12.

ANY COMMUNICATION ISSUES ARISING OUT OF ITEMS ON THE AGENDA
Jeanette Keech commented that communication issues are a key problem in the
organisation in varied forms and although she noted that they would never go away, it was
important to focus on continual improvement.

13.

FEEDBACK ON MEETING AND FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS
Following on from the pilot review report on domestic abuse training, circulated to the
Group (see Enc B1), Heather Shearer requested to hear about DASH assessments, which
professionals are asked to undertake. She inquired as to what the Trust is doing about
these assessments. Action: CL.
Timothy Slattery asked if housing will be considered in the retention and recruitment
discussions as he understands that this will be a big issue on the Isle of Wight Trust.
Isobel responded that it would. Action: IC.

14.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
There being no further business the meeting closed.

15.

DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING
The next meeting will be held on Thursday 4 November 2021 at 11:00 via MS Teams.
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Somerset NHS Foundation Trust
The People Group
Action log for meeting held on 5 August 2021
Item

Action

By
Whom

Actions outstanding from meeting on 21 05 21
8.
Equality and Diversity Report
• Timothy Slattery asked if there is any way governors can
have access to the training provided by the Diversity Trust.

16.

Any Other Business
• Hot food provision out of hours: The Wellbeing team to be
approached about this issue.

Actions from meeting on 05 08 21
5.
Update on the People Strategy – Focus on Development
• Isobel Clements and Manuel Blanco-Guzman to meet
outside of the meeting to discuss the re-education of
colleagues re the negative perception around mentoring.
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Outcome

IC

IC

IC

COMPLETE - Learning and Development have agreed to give
governors access to this training. Public/Appointed Governors
in the People Group were contacted on 25 August, to see who
would be interested and their email addresses passed on to
enable access.
The Trust is looking at piloting extending Somerset Larder
hours until 8pm as the first option (Monday to Friday only).
Once confirmation from Somerset Larder is received an update
will be provided.
Update: Louise Netto reports that Somerset Larder has said
that they could not provide staff out-of-hours and it is felt
unlikely that any of the catering outlets could do this due to
recruitment issues. In Louise’s previous update she advised
that the cost of setting up a hot food counter for two hours
every evening in the concourse at MPH would cost £125k for
12 months, which is not currently possible due to budget
restrictions. The facilities manager has advised Louise that
utilising the patient food option and colleagues paying for this
is also not possible. If the People Group has any ideas Louise
would be happy to receive them.

COMPLETE.

B

Item

Action
•

Isobel Clements agreed to circulate some information on
the Care Certificate in respect to the level of
communication skills if English is not your first language.

•

7.

13.

Carol Lydiate to re-send to the Group the response from
Steve Thomson regarding the CQC response to the amber
rating of Our Services are Safe.
Equality and Diversity
• Isobel Clements to pass on to Melanie Devine the contact
details of Anna Vere regards a patient’s military
connection not been included on admission to the hospital
Feedback on Meeting and Future Agenda Items
• Domestic Abuse and Carers: Dash assessment report –
requested by Heather Shearer

Recruitment and Retention (an update on housing for staff
to be included) – Isobel Clements
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By
Whom

Outcome

IC

COMPLETE: Update received from Louise Netto, Assistant
director of People Services: Standard 6 in the Care Certificate
relates specifically to Communication. This is being taken
forward with the Bridgwater and Taunton College looking at a
bespoke course to support English for clinical and non-clinical
staff in addition to accredited programs that are available
(these are often not job specific enough).
COMPLETE: The briefing circulated in the papers pack for the
meeting on 4 February was re-sent to the group on.

CL

IC

COMPLETE.
COMPLETE – Enc B1 gives an outline of DASH, taken from
the DASH Risk Model website. Following that are extracts
from Somerset FTs intranet giving an overview of adult
safeguarding guidelines.
Agenda item - 04 November 2021

B

PEOPLE GROUP ACTION LOG
ITEM 13: DOMESTIC ABUSE AND CARERS: DASH ASSESSMENT
EXTRACT FROM THE DASH RISK MODEL WEBSITE:
DASHRISKCHECKLIST.CO.UK/DASH
Introduction
The Domestic Abuse, Stalking and Honour Based Violence (DASH 2009) Risk
Identification, Assessment and Management Model was implemented across all police
services in the UK from March 2009, having been accredited by ACPO Council, now known
as National Police Chief Council (NPCC).
This was pioneering and a significant step forward in keeping victims safe, turning a reactive
‘it’s just a domestic’ into a proactive ‘you must ask’ questions approach. This also meant for
the first time all police services and a large number of partner agencies across the UK
started to use a common checklist for identifying, assessing and managing risk.
The model was further developed from the SPECSS+ model in London by Laura Richards
who was the ACPO Violence Adviser who worked in partnership with Safe Lives, formerly
known as CAADA. Questions about stalking were further developed by Drs Lorraine
Sheridan and Karl Roberts. The 12 questions can be asked in all stalking cases.
‘The First Time, Right Time’ approach underpins the DASH, as these are some of the most
dangerous cases where women and children are more likely to be killed. The DASH Risk
Checklist is a tried and tested way to understand risk. DASH is a lifeline to victims. It is
based on research about the indicators of high-risk domestic abuse.
Why was the DASH developed?
There was widespread agreement that a more proactive risk based approach was need to
keep victims safe. Many domestic homicides and serious case reviews showed:
•
•
•
•
•

A lack of understanding and training regarding risk identification, assessment
and management
insufficient risk identification, assessment and management
insufficient information sharing
failure to manage the intelligence
failure to make the links across public protection and serial offending.

Who can use the Dash Risk Model?
•
•
•

The DASH is for all professionals working with victims of domestic
abuse, stalking and harassment and honour-based violence.
There is also a risk checklist for victims of domestic abuse, stalking and
honour- based violence. This is called the Victim-DASH (V-DASH 2010).
There are also further screening questions on stalking. This again has been
adapted for victims to use.

What is the aim of the DASH (2009) Risk Identification and Assessment Model?
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•
•
•
•
•
•

save and change lives through early identification, intervention and prevention
identify risk and needs
ensure an effective investigation
create a common language across agencies to refer a case to risk
management meetings such as MARAC
enable information sharing
inform decision making

Who is the DASH (2009) Model for?
•

All professionals working in public protection including those who work with
domestic abuse victims, stalking, so–called honour-based abuse, child
protection and adult safeguarding, sexual abuse, MARAC, MAPPA, mental
health and missing persons.

On completion of training, professionals will be able to:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

identify high risk cases of domestic abuse, stalking and honour-based violence
identify dangerous and serial perpetrators
decide which cases should be referred to MARAC and what other support
might be required
have a common tool across all agencies that are part of the MARAC process
and provide a shared understanding of risk in relation to domestic abuse,
stalking and harassment and ‘honour’-based violence
make defensible decisions based on the evidence from extensive research of
cases, including domestic homicides, ‘near misses’ and lower-level incidents.
Bespoke training can be delivered on request.
Contact for all training michelle@laurarichards.co.uk

Where has the DASH Model come from?
•

•

The DASH (2009) Model has been built on the existing good practice of the
evidence based SPECSS+ Risk Identification, Assessment and Management
Model. The SPECSS+ was previously ACPO compliant and had been
evaluated numerous times. Victim and practitioner focus groups have also
been run to ensure the language and format worked as best it could.
The risk factors included are evidence based and drawn from extensive
research and analysis by leading academics in the field into domestic
homicides, ‘near misses’ and lower-level incidents. The 11 questions on
stalking were developed by Drs Lorraine Sheridan and Karl Roberts. The
research base for each factor can be found in the practice guidance.
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Somerset Foundation Trust Safeguarding Service
Adult Safeguarding
Safeguarding Adults at Risk
Adult Safeguarding means protecting a person's right to live in safety free from abuse or
neglect.
An adult at risk is anyone over 18 years of age who:
• has needs for care and support
• is experiencing, or at risk of abuse or neglect
• as a result of those care and support needs is unable to protect themselves from either
the risk of, or the experience of abuse or neglect
Abuse towards an adult can include:
• Physical
• Psychological
• Sexual
• Financial
• Organisational
• Discriminatory
• Neglect
• Self-Neglect
• Modern Slavery
• Domestic Abuse
PROFESSIONAL CURIOSITY
Introduction
Professional curiosity is an emerging theme in the Safeguarding Adult Reviews nationally. It
has long been recognised as an important concept in Children’s Services but is equally
relevant to work with adults.
What is professional curiosity?
Professional curiosity is the capacity and communication skill to explore and understand
what is happening with an individual or family. It is about enquiring deeper and using
proactive questioning and challenge. It is about understanding one’s own responsibility and
knowing when to act, rather than making assumptions or taking things at face value.
Barriers to professional curiosity (please see guidance document Professional Curiosity
Guidance )
It is important to note that when a lack of professional curiosity is cited as a factor in a tragic
incident, this does not automatically mean that blame should be apportioned. It is widely
recognised that there are many barriers to being professionally curious. Some of the barriers
to professionally curious practice are:
• Disguised Compliance
• Rule of Optimism
• Accumulating risk – seeing the whole picture
• Normalisation
• Professional Deference
• Confirmation Bias
• Knowing, but not knowing
Item 13: Domestic Abuse and Carers – DASH
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•
•

Confidence in managing tension
Dealing with uncertainty
A person-centred approach requires practitioners to remain mindful of the original concern
and be professionally curious.
Retracted allegations still need to be considered and/or investigated wherever possible. The
use of risk assessment tools can reduce uncertainty, but they are not a substitute for
professional judgement. Results need to be collated with observations and other sources of
information.
More detailed information about each barrier, in addition to guidance relating to Proactive
Questioning can be found via this link http://intranet.tsft.nhs.uk/a-z/safeguarding/adultsafeguarding/documents-and-links/
Domestic Abuse and MARAC (Multi-Agency Risk Assessment Conference)
Please ensure all completed SIDAS (Somerset Integrated Domestic Abuse Service) /
MARAC referral forms are sent to Sompar Safeguarding Team via the SPOC email:
safeguarding@sompar.nhs.uk
As from 20th March 2019 the referral process into SIDAS and the MARAC has
changed. The Trusts Safeguarding intranet pages have been updated accordingly,
with the correct SIDAS referral form and the ACPO DASH. You will no longer need to
do the separate MARAC referral form.
• All referrals into SIDAS for any risk level including those for Refuge and
MARAC will now only need the 2 forms (SIDAS referral intake form and
ACPO DASH).
•

All referrals into SIDAS for any risk level including those for Refuge and
MARAC need to come into our Safeguarding Service single point of contact
(safeguarding@sompar.nhs.uk) for quality assurance. Once we have quality
assured the referral, we will forward via secure email to LiveWest (SIDAS)

•

From April 1st 2019 any referral sent into SIDAS on the wrong form will be
returned and you will be asked to fill in new forms.

If at any point you have a concern that a patient may be the victim of domestic
violence/abuse, please contact the Safeguarding Single Point of Access to discuss
your concerns: 0300 323 0035 or safeguarding@sompar.nhs.uk
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The Government defines domestic abuse as:
Any incident or pattern of incidents of controlling, coercive or threatening behaviour, violence
or abuse between those aged 16 or over who are or have been intimate partners or family
members regardless of gender or sexuality. The abuse can encompass, but is not limited to:
• psychological
• physical
• sexual
• financial
• emotional
Controlling behaviour is a range of acts designed to make a person subordinate and/or
dependent by isolating them from sources of support, exploiting their resources and
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capacities for personal gain, depriving them of the means needed for independence,
resistance and escape and regulating their everyday behaviour.
Coercive behaviour is an act or a pattern of acts of assault, threats, humiliation, intimidation
or other abuse that is used to harm, punish, or frighten their victim.
This definition, which is not a legal definition, includes so called ‘honour’ based violence,
female genital mutilation (FGM) and forced marriage, and is clear that victims are not
confined to one gender or ethnic group.
Coercive Control Tools
A dedicated website (http://coercivecontrol.ripfa.org.uk/ ) has been created for social workers
and other health and social care practitioners to develop their knowledge and skills in
working with situations of coercive control. The Serious Crime Act 2015 created a new
offence of controlling or coercive behaviour in intimate or familial relationships. These
situations are likely to be difficult and will need to be handled with the utmost sensitivity.
Commissioned by the Chief Social Worker’s Office at the Department of Health, and
produced by Research in Practice for Adults and Women’s Aid, helpful resources that are
available on the website include:
• Background reading and information;
• A set of five case studies with learning activities;
• Tools for support effective, reflective practice.
These tools are extremely practical and helpful. They do not (and cannot), however, plug
what is ever more obviously a gap in the legal framework – namely tools to address coercion
and coercive control exercised between individuals who are not in intimate or familial
relationships.
MARAC - Multi Agency Risk Assessment Conferences
MARAC's are regular multi agency meetings held at least monthly, providing a forum for
sharing information and taking action that will reduce harm to high-risk victims of domestic
abuse and their children. MARACs are outcome focused, and have a unique format, focused
on the needs and safety of the victim and their children.
Attendance is by key agencies from the statutory and voluntary sector working in the field of
domestic abuse and other related areas including health and housing. Sompar Safeguarding
Adults Service ensure there is representation at each of the 4 area monthly MARAC
meetings and feedback actions to relevant staff members as required.
Purpose of MARAC's:
MARAC's provides a structured forum for information sharing, risk assessment and safety
planning in relation to victims, offenders and their children in cases of domestic abuse,
where a partner agency identifies that a referral to the MARAC is appropriate.
To ensure support services are aware of very high risk or potentially very high-risk domestic
abuse situations and that adequate and appropriate support is available to the victim and
dependants.
Cases where the victim’s perpetrator is under the age of 16 will not be automatically referred
to MARAC. Their recommendation for inclusion will be subject to the discretion/approval by
the Chair of the MARAC and the MARAC Coordinator.
Somerset Partnership has laid out guidance for staff to manage risk related to domestic
abuse. Staff should assess risk and manage it accordingly using the Domestic Abuse and
MARAC Procedure.
All completed risk assessments and referral forms MUST be sent to the Trust
Safeguarding Service via safeguarding@sompar.nhs.uk for screening and onward
referral via secure email. We will provide support and advice regarding the case and
will represent Somerset Partnership if the case goes to a full MARAC meeting.
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*********************************************************************************************************
DAFFS - Somerset Domestic Abuse Freephone Support Line - 0800 69 49 999
Available for anyone to access - ie victims, perpetrators, and professionals.
Look, listen, ask ... ask again
Anyone worried about a friend or family member outside of work they feel may be at risk
of domestic abuse is being encouraged to call a confidential helpline for general advice on
how to make a real difference.
It's all part of a campaign Somerset County Council is running which launched to mark the
Public Health England (PHE) 16 Days of Action against Domestic Violence and the Avon
and Somerset Police and PCC campaign #NoExcuse and will continue until April 2018.
As well as encouraging victims of all forms of domestic abuse to seek help the campaign is
encouraging friends and family members to be vigilant and look, listen, ask ... ask again’ if
they have concerns about someone they fear may be in an abusive relationship.
Figures from Avon and Somerset Police and PCC state there were 16,900 reports from
October 2016 - October 2017.
Councillor Christine Lawrence, Cabinet Member for Public Health and Wellbeing, Somerset
County Council, said: "Domestic abuse can happen to anyone, and from every walk of life.
The signs of domestic abuse are often difficult to spot and it can take a whole range of
physical and emotional forms. If you are worried about someone, remember that if
something doesn’t feel right to you, it probably isn’t right. Don't ignore a gut feeling or the
small signs but seek professional advice first before doing anything.”
If you need general advice on what to say to your friend or family member, Somerset
Integrated Domestic Abuse Service can help you, just contact the Somerset Domestic Abuse
Support helpline to ask for advice in confidence.
There is also a useful guide the ‘Domestic Abuse: Friends and Family Guide’ which tells
people about ways they can help others safely and it has detailed advice on the things you
can do which can provide emotional and practical support to that person. The guide also
provides information about the ways the situation may impact on you and what you can do to
help support your own wellbeing whilst providing help to a friend, relative, neighbour or
colleague.
Somerset County Council works in partnership with Knightstone Housing and Barnardo's to
provide the Somerset Integrated Domestic Abuse Service (SIDAS).
Professionals can also call the helpline for confidential advice and there is full information on
the website.
Help is also available for perpetrators of domestic abuse who wish to make a change for the
better.
Somerset Integrated Domestic Abuse Service: Helpline - 0800 69 49 999
‘Domestic Abuse: Friends and Family Guide’
http://www.somersetsurvivors.org.uk/support-for-a-friend-or-family-member/
Avon and Somerset Police advice is that if you wish to report suspected domestic abuse
anonymously, call Crimestoppers on 0800 555 111. You can also contact police by calling
101. In an emergency, always call 999.

Item 13: Domestic Abuse and Carers – DASH
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•

5 Steps to Effective Safeguarding in MARAC

•

MARAC - Practitioners Guide

•

Domestic Abuse - Practitioners Guide

•

Somerset Domestic Abuse Strategy (2017 - 2020)

•

Somerset Domestic Abuse Newsletter Special Edition 1 - October 2018

SIDAS - Somerset Integrated Domestic Abuse Services
Not all domestic abuse requires a referral to MARAC, SIDAS provides resources to manage
low to moderate risk.
Somerset Integrated Domestic Abuse Service Information Pack has been produced in order
to give a comprehensive service description of and the four elements of service provided:
• Domestic Abuse Supported Housing (Refuge and Safe Houses) including
Resettlement;
• Domestic Abuse Outreach;
• Pattern Changing;
• Domestic Abuse Freephone Helpline.
http://www.somersetsurvivors.org.uk
To assess the risk staff need to complete a ACPO DASH which will indicate any further
action to be taken.
There is dedicated Domestic Violence Advisor for Young People (aged 13 - 17 years
old) who are subject to domestic abuse and a DASH RIC checklist aimed at this age group.
• SIDAS Intake Form including MARAC
*********************************************************************************************************
Making a referral to SIDAS for a young person perpetrating abusive behaviours.
Who counts as a young person?
Any client between the ages of 16-21 who do not have mental health issues and who are
being abusive towards an intimate partner or family member.
What support can SIDAS provide for a young person perpetrating abusive
behaviours?
SIDAS will work with the young person on a one-to-one basis across 5 sessions that
typically last for one hour. These sessions are around healthy relationships and identifying
abusive behaviours.
How do I refer a young person being abused for support?
To make a referral a normal SIDAS referral form needs to be completed, making it explicit on
the referral form that the referral is for a young person in need of support as a perpetrator.
There is no need to complete a DASH when referring a young person as a perpetrator.
In order to be accepted by SIDAS it needs to be clear on the referral form that the client
consents to the referral and acknowledges that their behaviour is abusive.
*********************************************************************************************************

Item 13: Domestic Abuse and Carers – DASH
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Before sending any referral to SIDAS the referral will need to come via the Sompar
Safeguarding Service at safeguarding@sompar.nhs.uk first.
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People Committee
Resourcing Deep Dive
Charlotte Jeffrey, Recruitment Manager
Dee Barber, Temporary Staffing Manager
Nic Monteiro, Improvements Project Manager
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How has the last 18 months felt for you?
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ENCLOSURE C

July 2019 vs 2021
As a result of increased absence, acuity & escalation, late
notice staffing requests have risen by 36%, resulting in a
sharp increase in workload for the staffing team.

Vacancies have decreased by 115.4 WTE trust
wide. Including a 64.7 WTE reduction in
Nursing. It is important to note that during
this period our WTE budget has increased by
786.7 WTE trust wide.

36%

3328
Shifts P/M

Temporary Staffing Demand has increased
from 11,111 shifts in July 2019 to 14,439 in
July 2021 an increase of 30%

Sickness levels have increased by 0.8%
(equivalent to 63.4 WTE).
The majority increase is being seen in COVID
related illness/isolation and stress and anxiety.
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COVID 19 People Impact

Legislation
Changes

Working
From
Home,
Supporting
from Afar

COVID 19

Vaccination
Programme

Increased
Demands
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Shifting
Priorities
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C

Recruitment Projects
Oct 20 – Jan 21
Increase supply from existing pipeline

Strand A

Bid = 130 – Delivered = 131

Feb 21 – April 21
Increase cohort sizes
Bid = 60 – Delivered = 60

Jan 21 – Dec 21
New avenues of IR e.g. RMN and new suppliers for RN

IR
Conversion

Task &
Finish
Group

Winter
Funding

HCSW
Funding

Strand B

Bid = 70 – Delivered =On Target

People Group - 04 11 21
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First Trust is the UK to support IR colleagues to obtain RMN
status with the NMC without the need to take a conversation
course.
To date we have delivered 16 RMN’s with a further 18
proposed by Dec 21.

Identifying improvements for IR on-boarding.
Improving the pastoral support for IR colleagues to
enable them to integrate into the trust and community
successfully.

Deadline – Dec 2021
Zero vacancy position at all times, in-line with national drive.
On Target

Charlotte JeffreyENCLOSURE

C

Regional IR Data
Cumulative Target

219

Delivered to
date, 41
expected by
December 21

SFT is the only
trust in the UK
to successfully
deliver RMN’s
through IR
routes

Recognition
received from
the National
Team for speed
and scale of
delivery

300

168

251

250

133

123

118

103

96

70

65

260

61

60

58

55

29

13

10

10

-

230

229

200

200

197

183

171
153

150

123
97

100
59

50

82

61

111

110

97
80

94

67
47

45

44 44

30

27
-

107

105

70

57

42

0

Deadlines set
out in bids
have been
consistently
met by SFT

IR Arrivals

63

192

210
252

IR recrui tment (headcount)

Total
SFT Bid:
260

Total IR targets (headcount)

9

12

1

10

-

10

-

192 IR arrivals
have
successfully
received their
NMC
registration
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BAU Recruitment Activity

2020

24,697
Applications

6,689
Interviews

3,302
Offers
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The below demonstrates the number of candidates being
managed by each of our Recruitment Administrators in
comparison with neighboring trusts.

June 2021

3,236 Offers
(exc. Mass
vaccination)

2020

June 2021

4,383
Interviews held
via Teams

2020

June 2021

16,393
Application

In addition to this we have carried out project work on an
ad-hoc basis including; Volume HCSW intakes - minimum
100 candidates, TNA’s, RDNA’s, Clinical Psychologists and
Medical Students.
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What do you think would make the most difference to your working
life in the next year?
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Recruitment Improvement Team Engagement
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Recruitment Improvement Project

Communication

Process
Adherence

Optimise On-Boarding
Experience
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The Aim
Experience
On-board new colleagues into
post with reduced T2H by 7
Days

Satisfaction
Hirer’s’ satisfaction with RT ↑
90%

External
Processes

Internal
Processes

Help Hiring Managers to
always follow Recruitment
Processes

For whole Recruitment Team
to apply processes
consistently

Communication
Hirers to be able to contact
the right RT 1st time
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2020 Achievements
System
Merge
Roster Merge - September 2020
ESR Merge - June 2020
• Process efficiency
• Data accuracy increase
• End user experience
improvement
• Whole workforce analysis
capability.
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Social Care
Support
Staffing support deployed to care
home providers throughout
Somerset to support patient flow
system wide via a MOU
developed alongside the COVID
Bill.
This support is the foundation for
wider ICS work streams to
develop a single flexible
workforce for healthcare in
Somerset.
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Capacity
Meetings Trust
Wide

Capacity meetings, mirroring
acute Bed Meetings, developed
in both Mental Health and
Community to assess safer
staffing, rotational ability and
patient flow have
demonstrated success in
improving critical staffing
issues

Resourcing
Dashboard

Dee BarberENCLOSURE

C

Resourcing Dashboard
Transparent &
Informative Data

Feb 22 – Formal
feedback round 2

April 22 – Release
final dashboard

July 21 (Nov 21) Launch Test
Dashboard

An accessible platform
that encourages
colleagues of all level
to work with data

June 21 Commence
Formal
Feedback
Feb 21 –
Commence
Engagement
Sessions

Allows a journey
through the data from
issue identification to
resolution
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ENCLOSURE C

Prediction Development
Informs
Learning &
Development
of upcoming
volume

98.8%
Accuracy

Adaptable
planning ability
that is able to rise
to the developing
challenges of the
trust

Models for Acute
are readily
available with
Community &
Mental Health in
development
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Allows
targeted
International
Recruitment
planning

Trend analysis
has allowed us to
pre-plan agency
staffing and
reduce cost per
unit
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Collaborative Working
People
Business
Partners

Leadership
& OD

Temporary
Staffing

Human
Resources

Resourcing
Resourcing
Dashboard
Dashboard
Departmental
Leads
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Recruitment

Finance

Rostering
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System Transformation

• Improve data quality
• Create consistent input
guidelines across all systems
• Develop processes to
support optimal data input
moving forward.

Interoperability
• Reduce manual processes
by allowing systems to
communicate changes
• Further increase data
quality between systems

Levels of
Attainment

System Cleanse

People Group - 04 11 21

• Implement currently dormant
elements of our systems to
increase efficiencies e.g.
automated reporting
• Investigate additional modules
that have the potential to drive
improvements throughout the
trust
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What do you think is the key to your success?
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Thank you, Questions please
“We can bend but we will never break”
Liz Parker, Recruitment Administrator
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Developing our new
organisation: How will we
engage our people?
Tracy Jones
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ENC D

An overview: How will we Engage our People?

Context and
information
from:
Service
integration
including case
studies
Clinical
Strategy: 5
Aims
“treasuring
time”
Merger work
streams/Chart
ers
Organisational
Development
programme
New Executive
team

C
o
m
m
u
n
i
c
a
t
i
o
n
S
t
r
a
t
e
g
y

Suggestion
and feedback
“boxes”

Staff
Governors
Engagement
Champions
Roadshows:
clinical
strategy and
Integration

Monthly pulse
surveys
Focus groups
Roadshows:
Ask the
Leadership
team

Trade Unions
Staff Networks

Experience
sharing stories

Integration
guide and
support from
Clinical
Integration
team

Equipping
Leaders,
Managers and
People
professionals

Integration
support:
facilitation,
mediation,
conflict
resolution

Cultural
assurance
dashboard

Support for
“grieving” and
new
beginnings
New Values
and behaviour
framework
Building skills
for confident
conversations
On-going
Culture
development

“Permission
giving” to
share practice
Learning from
feedback
Cultural
assessment
and due
diligence

Freedom to
speak up

Building trust
and
developing
relationships
Policy
Framework
development

September 2022

October 2021
Creating awareness and understanding

2022
Three year
people
strategy

-

Listening to our people

-

Supporting learning and change
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-

Building a new vision, identity and belonging

ENC D

Key points
− Communication and Engagement teams to work closely to ensure success
− Different levels of awareness and impact mean different needs
− Focus on providing a suite of engagement methods that will work for
different groups and reach teams that are difficult to engage
− Important to receive regular feedback and monitor it alongside data about
our people to inform future focus
− Managers and leaders are crucial to the process and we need to actively
engage them asap
− Support and development is essential to ensuring the skills and
conversations to bring “the best of both” forward
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Initial actions – October and November
− Monthly Action plan for the year with regular review points
− Confirm our key messages and philosophies – to enable myths to be busted
as soon as possible
− Essential that we start to understand the current situation – pulse survey to
start in October
− Launch our Engagement Champions
− Managers Engagement event
− Set up of key infrastructure: intranet pages, feedback processes
− Finalise the clinical integration plan and guide
− Begin cultural assessment
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Making the plan a success
− Regular progress updates
− Ensure you are aware of who the champions are
− Feedback reports
− KPI’s and monitoring of our people data

− Leadership roadshows
− Invite you to monthly champion meetings
− Decisions/information to enable messaging and prevent/ bust “myths”
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Isobel Clements, Director of People and Organisational
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Summary

The Report sets out the key exceptions across the
quality and performance measures for the People
Section and the reasons for any significant changes or
trends. The complete Quality and Performance
Exception Report across the organisation was presented
to Trust Board on 2 November,
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Performance Exception Report – People Section
1.

INTRODUCTION
The Quality and Performance Exception Report was presented to the Trust Board on 2
November 2021. This report sets out the key exceptions across the quality and
performance measures as relating to issues related to staffing within the organisation.

2.

OVERVIEW
Areas in which performance has been sustained or has notably improved include:
• Vacancy levels
• Retention of colleagues
Areas in respect of which the contributory causes of, and actions to address,
underperformance are set out in greater detail in this report include:
•

Sickness absence levels of colleagues

Performance, across a broad range of indicators, is anticipated to continue to be
adversely affected over the coming months, as a result of the necessary
refocusing of priorities towards the effective management of COVID-19.
Successes:
• compliance in respect of mandatory training continues to improve.
Opportunities:
• continue to progress the health and wellbeing plans for our colleagues at pace;
this includes the psychological support offered alongside practical aspects of
support such as free car parking, accommodation provision, and nutrition.
• continue with new ways of working, particularly through the use of technology,
presents an opportunity for us to consider how we provide care appropriately and
effectively to patients following the COVID-19 outbreak.
• continue to adapt our recruitment practice, developing more innovative ways and
reducing time to hire significantly.
• develop reporting solutions to improve robustness of reporting.
Priorities:
• continue to support with enabling an agile culture where colleagues are
encouraged to work differently as we resume services.
• continue to support the health and wellbeing, both physically and psychologically,
of colleagues across the Trust, as they continue to deliver high quality care to
patients whilst managing significant and ongoing pressures associated with
COVID and rising levels of demand.
Risks and Threats:
• nursing vacancy levels remain challenging. Sickness / absence also presents a
challenge for colleagues within some critical areas, and we need to ensure that we
continue to support colleagues accordingly.

Performance Exception Report
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3.

LINKS TO THE ASSURANCE FRAMEWORK AND CORPORATE/DIRECTORATE RISK
REGISTER
•

•

•
•

Staffing Levels in Community Based Services: IF there continue to be issues with
staffing levels in a range of community-based services, including integrated
therapy services, older people mental health and memory services, THEN demand
will exceed capacity and patient experience will decline :15
Community Hospital staffing levels: IF the current problems with community
staffing levels and the national and local recruitment market for nurses persists,
THEN there is a risk of failing to meet safer staffing levels in Community
Hospitals : 15
Minor Injury Service ACP staffing deficit: IF the Difficulties in recruitment and
retention of Advanced Clinical Practice Roles countywide persist, THEN there is a
risk of not delivering a safe and/or effective service : 16
Inpatient Mental Health Staffing: IF the current problems with mental health
inpatient staffing levels and the national and local recruitment market for RMNs
persists, THEN there is a risk of failing to meet safer staffing levels in Inpatient
Mental Health wards : 16

4. WELL LED – Mandatory Training - chart attached – Appendix A
5. WELL LED – Sickness/Absence - chart attached – Appendix B
6. CORPORATE SCORECARD 2020/21 – PEOPLE SECTION - chart attached –
Appendix C.
7. CQC RATINGS – Appendix D.
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Well Led
Mandatory training – Our aim is to maintain a compliance rate of 90% or more for all mandatory and statutory training courses.

Current performance (including factors affecting this)
• As at 30 September 2021, our overall mandatory training
rate increased by 0.3% to 91.7%, the highest rate reported
since integrating the training systems in June 2020 and
moving to the learning management system, OWL.
• Training has transitioned where possible to online or
blended courses, but the pressures associated with COVID19 and resourcing the face to face training has slowed the
recovery of compliance for programmes which cannot
transition to blended options. Lack of accommodation to
deliver training remains an issue with expanding capacity,
as does operational release capacity.
• In order to be compliant with the overall standard, all ten
core training subjects must have compliance rates above
90%. Currently, Life Support, Safeguarding and Preventing
& Managing Violence and Aggression Modules 3 and 4
training topics are below the mandated 90% standard.
Focus of improvement work
• The compliance rates reduced for some courses delivered
face to face, due principally to arrangements to manage
COVID-19. Capacity is increasing, where accommodation
and resourcing allow.
• Focused work continues to be undertaken with teams to
expand and refine our blended offer to attend training.
• Modelling work is being undertaken to return to original
renewal requirements for life support and safeguarding
whilst maintaining / increasing operational activity.
• Reports enable managers to identify and follow up with
colleagues with a significant number of courses to be
completed. These reports enhance information already
available to managers via OWL.
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Run Chart
Mandatory training
100%

95%
91.4%91.7%
90.1%90.2% 90.4%

90%

88.6%

85.9%

85.8%

86.4%

86.9%

87.5%

84.5% 84.8%

85%
83.4%

80.6%
Mandatory training - Somerset
FT

80%
Mandatory training - Sompar 78.1%
Essential Learning - T&S

75%

Target

70%

How do we compare
The compliance rate as at 30 September 2021 increased compared
to 31 August 2021.
Recent Performance
The overall month-end compliance rates for mandatory training in
recent months are set out below:
Area
Compliance %

Apr
88.6%

May
90.1%

Jun
90.2%

Jul
90.4%

Aug
91.4%

Sept
91.7%

ENCLOSURE E

Well Led
Sickness/Absence: We are committed to improving the health and wellbeing of our workforce in a supportive work environment, in
order to reduce sickness absence and thereby ensure continuity of care and quality service provision. Our aim is to reduce staff
sickness absence levels to 4.6% or less. The data outlined shows our monthly sickness absence percentage rate.
Current performance (including factors affecting this)
• The rate of sickness absence for the 12 months to
30 September 2021 was 4.7%, the highest rate since
the merger of the predecessor Trusts in 1 April 2020.
• The rate of sickness absence during September 2021
was 5.5%, up from 4.9% as at 31 August 2021, and
the highest rate since January 2021.
• Since July 2021 there has been an increase in
COVID-related sickness, which has contributed to the
rise in the sickness absence rate.
• Sickness absence began to increase in line with the
national ‘four steps’ roadmap to ending lockdown
restrictions. As people had greater freedoms to
socialise, this will have increased the spread of colds
and germs to a greater extent than in previous
months.
• The number of working days lost due to stress and
anxiety totalled 393, a slight decrease compared to
August 2021.

Run Chart

Focus of improvement work
• The health, wellbeing and resilience of colleagues
remains a key priority for the Trust. Various
campaigns have continued to be undertaken across
the Trust and the wider Somerset system to support
the physical and emotional health and wellbeing of
colleagues.
• The sickness absence position continues to be
reviewed and targeted support implemented where
appropriate.

How do we compare
As the only acute, community and mental health Trust we are currently
unable to benchmark our position. We have used national data published by
NHS Digital to review our target level, and to develop a realistic target.
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Sickness absence rates
6.0%

5.5%

5.0%

4.5%

4.0%

3.5%

Rolling 12 months cumulative total

Sickness target
Monthly rate

3.0%

2.5%

Recent performance
The monthly sickness absence rates in recent months were as follows:
Area
12 monthly rate
Monthly rate

Apr
4.5%
4.3%

May
4.5%
4.4%

Jun
4.5%
4.4%

Jul
4.5%
4.9%

Aug
4.6%
4.9%

Sept
4.7%
5.5%

ENCLOSURE E

SOMERSET NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
CORPORATE SCORECARD 2021/22

No. Description

32 Percentage of emergency patients screened for sepsis - acute services
Percentage of patients receiving antibiotics within one hour of red flag
33
diagnosis of sepsis - acute services
34

Percentage of patients with a NEWS of 5 or more acted upon
appropriately - acute services

District nursing - cumulative increase / (reduction) in external referrals
35 from 1 April 2021 to 31 March 2022 compared to same months of
2019/20
36

Percentage of complaints responded to within 40 working days - Trustwide

37 Mandatory training: percentage completed

Links to
corporate
objectives

Oct-20

Nov-20

Dec-20

Jan-21

86.0%

4, 9

Feb-21

Mar-21

Apr-21

81.0%

May-21

Jun-21

Jul-21

Aug-21

Sep-21

91.0%
Reported quarterly.
Information being validated

80.0%

4, 9

4, 9

80.0%

89.9%

77.8%

80.0%

72.5%

88.1%

72.7%

86.2%

New reporting

9

Reporting criteria to be amended due to recent changes to the
recording template

Thresholds
>=90%= Green
>=49% - <90% =Amber
<49% =Red
>=90%= Green
>=49% - <90% =Amber
<49% =Red
>=90%= Green
>=75% - <90% =Amber
<75% =Red

4.2%

2.6%

5.4%

3.9%

3.9%

1.9%

TBC

9

80.6%

64.3%

65.4%

73.7%

57.7%

40.9%

53.6%

65.6%

75.0%

43.2%

65.6%

67.9%

>=90%= Green
>=75% - <90% =Amber
>75% =Red

1, 8, 9

84.5%

84.8%

85.8%

86.4%

86.9%

87.5%

88.6%

90.1%

90.2%

90.4%

91.4%

91.7%

All courses >=90%= Green
Overall rate <80% =Red
Any other position = Amber

38

Vacancy levels - percentage difference between contracted full time
equivalents (FTE) in post and budgeted establishment (Trust-wide)

8, 9

6.0%

5.8%

6.4%

5.5%

4.9%

3.8%

7.0%

6.7%

6.2%

5.8%

4.0%

3.3%

<=5%= Green
>5% to <=7.5% =Amber
>7.5% =Red

39

Sickness absence levels - rolling 12 month average
(Trust-wide)

8, 9

4.4%

4.5%

4.5%

4.4%

4.6%

4.2%

4.5%

4.5%

4.5%

4.5%

4.6%

4.7%

<=4.6%= Green
>4.6% to <=5.1% =Amber
>5.1% =Red

40

Sickness absence levels - monthly average
(Trust-wide)

8, 9

4.8%

4.8%

5.0%

5.8%

4.9%

4.1%

4.3%

4.4%

4.4%

4.9%

4.9%

5.5%

<=4.6%= Green
>4.6% to <=5.1% =Amber
>5.1% =Red

41

Reduce the number of working days lost due to stress and anxiety
(Trust-wide)

8, 9

384

364

382

287

334

360

348

368

354

401

401

393

Monitored using Special
Cause Variation Rules.
Report by exception.

8, 9

10.1%

10.0%

9.7%

10.2%

10.1%

9.4%

9.4%

9.4%

9.7%

10.1%

10.6%

11.1%

=<12%= Green
12% to <15% =Amber
>15% =Red

45.4%

45.4%

47.3%

49.6%

51.4%

48.0%

58.5%

43.6%

46.0%

45.0%

Trajectory to be agreed

42 Retention / turnover rates (Trust-wide)

43

Career conversations (12 months) - formerly 'Performance review (12month)'
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New reporting
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APPENDIX D
CARE QUALITY COMMISSION RATINGS FOR OUR PREDECESSOR ORGANISATIONS
Our current Care Quality Commission ratings are as follows:
Somerset Partnership
NHS Foundation Trust

Taunton and Somerset
NHS Foundation Trust

Good

Good

Requires improvement

Requires improvement

Are services effective?

Good

Good

Are services caring?

Good

Outstanding

Are services responsive?

Good

Good

Are services well led?

Good

Good

Overall rating for the Trust

Are services safe?

Quality and Performance Exception Report
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4 November 2021
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Carol Lydiate, Governor and Membership Support Officer and
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Jeanette Keech, Chair of the MSG

Summary

The report includes the notes from the meeting held on 20
October 2021 and includes for information the Action Plan for
the group (Appendix 1).
Please tick if any of the following apply

Confidentiality Status
Data protection – staff or patient detail
Commercially sensitive
Stakeholder management
Early stage of discussion – potentially prejudicial to
staff morale or partnership working

(if confidential this paper will not
go on the website, and will be
dealt with under Part 2 of the
Agenda)
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The People Group are asked to note the report.
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People Group
Membership Strategy Task and Finish Group
Notes from meeting held on 20 October 2021
1.

WELCOME AND APOLOGIES
In attendance: Jeanette Keech (Chair), Ian Hawkins (Lead Governor), Jos Latour,
Jane Armstrong, Sophie Edwards, Emily Mock, Ria Zandvliet and Carol Lydiate
(notes)
Apologies were received from: Melanie Devine, Heather Shearer and Kate Butler

2.

MINUTES OF MEETING HELD ON 13 SEPTEMBER 2021 – Approved.

3.

MATTERS ARISING
1. The Correspondence Steering Group to be contacted to see if they had any
further thoughts at their September meeting regards being able to include a
message about membership on hospital letters templates – Carol Lydiate
2. The document circulated by Jeanette last week to accompany the charitable
funds application for money to sponsor the posted newsletter was approved.
The action log was reviewed. Outstanding items awaiting response are:
3a)
3b)
4c)
5a)
5b)

4.

Membership page to be updated – Action: Sophie Edwards
Editing of Kate Butler’s video – Action: Sophie Edwards
Printed Membership newsletter plan – Action: Carol Lydiate
Information pack for 6th form students – Action: Carol Lydiate + governors
Contacting the Trust’s current young members – Action: Carol Lydiate

ACTION PLAN REVIEW
Recruitment materials:
a) Membership numbers to be updated on page 1/2 – Action: Carol Lydiate
b) Alternative venue to Firepool to be sought for the pull-up banner as Jeanette
says it is not a suitable site. Ria suggested asking Roanna Jongreel for
details of any other vaccination hubs which can be used – Action: Carol
Lydiate
c) Review of the Workplan is to be included as a regular item on the MSG
agendas – Action: Carol Lydiate
d) Ria clarified that it is the governors’ responsibility to recruit members, with
support from the Trust to provide what they need. It was agreed that the
suggested avenues for recruitment would be re-circulated to governors when
the recruitment material is sent out – Action: Carol Lydiate
e) Jeanette suggested that a regular agenda item should be how to keep
prompting governors regarding recruitment opportunities – Action: Carol
Lydiate

Review of Actions – 20 10 21
People Group
04 11 21
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f) Emily reported that YDH has sent out letters to their members re the merger
and their AMM (hard copies). Their next emailed newsletter will go out in
November. A survey is being created and emailed to get more engagement
with members. The proportion of email and non-email members at YDH is
not known, but Emily will find this out. Jeanette asked if the MSG could see a
copy of the letter which was sent out to their members – Action: Emily Mock
g) Collating of recruitment material in preparation for distribution: Carol
requested help from governors to do this at Lydeard House and is preparing a
plan. Ian, Jane and Jeanette offered to help (possibly Jos who will send
some dates over). – Action: Carol Lydiate

5.

UPDATE ON REACHING YOUNG PEOPLE
a) Information Pack for 6th form students at West Somerset College – Help will
be required for collating the pack. The plan is to get these to the college
before their careers fair on 15 November (5-7pm). NB: Not discussed at the
meeting, but one or two governors will be required to man a stand alongside
Caroline Stone (if she or someone else can cover the event) – Action: Carol
Lydiate
b) Youth Forum: The Youth Strategy Group shared the thoughts behind the
idea of forming a Youth Forum. The Group were given the mandate to pull
together the ideas they have had and bring them together for the next MSG
meeting, to which Phil Brice will be invited (if the plan is ready). The plan
should include an idea of what resources and support might be needed from
within the organization. A Youth Strategy Group meeting to be arranged in
the next couple of weeks – Action: Carol Lydiate
c) Ria advised that we currently have 238 young people as members (one
joined this week). Jos emphasized the importance of having the manpower
and budget in order to be able to create something that makes membership
meaningful for this age group. Ria informed the group that the Trust has a
Patient Engagement Officer – this might be a useful resource. She also
confirmed that there is support in the Trust for these initiatives.
d) Jane Armstrong stressed the importance of understanding how best to
communicate with young people and suggested that Nik Harwood (CEO of
Young Somerset) would be very helpful.

6.

MEMBERSHIP STRATEGY GROUP GOING FORWARD
a) Jeanette reminded the Group that the plan is to reduce the frequency of MSG
meetings now that the preparations for the membership recruitment project is
almost complete, but that it would be helpful to have one more meeting before
Carol retires and then look at perhaps meeting every two months – Action:
Carol Lydiate

Review of Actions – 20 10 21
People Group
04 11 21
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7.

ANY OTHER BUSINESS
a) Medicine for Members – the next event will not be clinically based due to the
pressures on the organization. Instead there will be a Merger Update for
Members on 9 December, 2-3 pm. David Shannon, Victoria Keilthy, Dr Lucy
Knight and Jeremy Martin (YDH) will present. All SFT and YDH members will
be invited to attend.
b) Medicine for Members - YDH will source a topic/speaker for February 2022
and thereafter events will be scheduled for bi-monthly with both trusts being
involved in the planning of the events.

8.

DATE OF NEXT MEETING - Approx. 6 weeks’ time – Carol to arrange.

Review of Actions – 20 10 21
People Group
04 11 21
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APPENDIX 1
Somerset NHS Foundation Trust Membership
October 2021
Membership – the voice of the Patient, the voice of the Community
Members are fundamental to the governance of the Trust.
Governors are charged with maintaining and managing a strong Membership for the Trust. A sound Membership base benefits the whole organisation
and, for that reason, the recruitment of Members should be a mission for all within the Trust.
The recent merger between Musgrove and SomPar resulted in a significant drop in Members – members of the ‘merged’ Trust could not automatically be
transferred to the ‘continuing’ Trust. The current organisation is facing the same problem with its proposed merger with Yeovil DH.
Membership data as at October 2021
Pre the merger with SomPar on 1 April 2020, the Taunton & Somerset Foundation Trust (TST) had approx. 12,000 public members. At the point of merger,
the public membership numbers for Somerset FT were 7,047. That figure included approximately 400-500 T&ST members who signed up as SomPar
members prior to the merger or who were joint members previously with SomPar. Since then, the public membership number has grown to 8,224 (this
figure includes staff transfers to the public list on leaving the Trust).
At present, the Yeovil & District NHS Trust has a total of 7,175 public members on its books. At the point of merger with Somerset FT in 2022, a significant
number of their Members is likely to be lost, as happened with T&S. This means that within three years, the whole of the Somerset NHS Public Membership
register will have lost in the region of 17,000 public members.
The Value of Membership
Somerset NHS Trust Members are county wide and:
1 are a direct link to the public
2 provide an excellent, targeted, survey base
3 are very likely to donate to the Trust charities (Donors are potential members : Members are potential Donors)
Page 1 of 7
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are potential Trust Volunteers
are the source for good, committed Governors.

What we know about our current SFT Membership Figures
The membership figures listed below are broken down into age groups and painfully illustrate the numbers within those groups who have not submitted
their email address (if they have one).
Public Membership figures as at 6 July 2021:
• Total number of public members 8,151
• Total number of public members aged 16 – 24 = 102

The number with email addresses 2,559 = 31%
The number with email addresses 75

• Total number of public members aged 25 – 40 = 1,393 The number with email addresses 525
• Total number of public members aged 41 – 60 2,391

The number with email addresses 622

• Total number of members aged 61+ = 3,868

The number with email addresses 1,225

All members of staff are automatically SFT members. Staff membership numbers are not included in the above figures.
Why Become a Member
Members of the public have various reasons for becoming Members - a lot because of their love and respect for the NHS and the care they have
experienced and some, because they feel a need to get closer, for whatever reason (by becoming a Governor), to the hub of the organisation.
What do Members get from the Trust?
If they have an email they get:
1 Newsletters update via the internet, three to four times a year
2 Invitations to become a Governor, as and when vacancies arise
3 Invitation to the annual Council of Governors meeting
4 Formal notices as and when necessary
5 Invitation to Medicine for Members events
6 Opportunity to be involved in surveys
Page 2 of 7
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Access to the Members’ Page on the internet, where they can access specific membership information
Access to the Members Only Area on the website.

If they do not have an email address (69% of members) then they just get:
1 Invitations to become a Governor as and when vacancies arise
2 Voting forms for electing Governors
3 Access to the Members’ Page on the internet, where they can access specific membership information (If they have access to the internet)
Communication
• Need to improve and increase communication to all existing Members
• Need to increase awareness for the need for more Members – covering the whole of Somerset
• Need to increase staff awareness for the need for more Members
• Need to get out and talk to the Public in all areas of the county
• Need to engage more with younger members and recruit more young people
Action

By
Timescale
Update / Notes
The Corporate Message - Membership – the voice of the Patient, the voice of the Community

Adoption of Corporate message by Board
followed by acceptance by all of the need for
the recruitment of more Members to be the
remit of all SFT staff

Status

The Board and
SFT staff

asap

Established that putting strapline on
all Trust clinic letters, etc not practical
at this point in time.

COMPLETE

a) Membership Leaflet

Carol Lydiate

COMPLETE

b) Membership Post card

Carol Lydiate

ASAP - All Governors
3000 printed
will be provided with
material for distribution Governors to be asked to help compile
packs for delivery to around the Trust

1.

Printed Handout Material
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c) Membership Business card

Carol Lydiate

areas / external sources around the
county.

COMPLETE

d) Distribution of Recruitment Materials

Governors

November 2021

e) Corporate folder (Patient Discharge Folder)
Concept: to hold all relevant papers for
patients on discharge. Printed on folder - key
Trust messages ie Donations, Membership,
patient support info, vital contact numbers,
website, etc.

Project with Love
Musgrove

Awaiting Medical
Photography input

Project primarily under consideration
by Love Musgrove: concept with
Medical Photography

ON HOLD

Spring and Autumn
editions

Carol will use shortened articles used in
the emailed October version of Members’
Briefing.

COMPLETE

Funding for this work to be requested
from Trust Charitable Funds.

QUOTE RECEIVED.
APPLICATION BEING
PREPARED

IN PROCESS

2. Members’ printed Newsletter
Essential to provide a service to all Members
Membership
and regularly keep them engaged – twice yearly Committee
printed newsletter would keep them up to date
with the work of SFT and provide a sound
survey base and increase email data base.
Suggest need for printed format is reviewed
when email numbers reach over 65%.
Membership numbers will increase in
preparation for YDH merger subject to current
YDH members signing up with Somerset FT.

REVIEW DATE TO BE
AGREED

3. Display Material
a) Banner: Trial use of banner at Taunton
Firepool vaccination site asap

Carol Lydiate

asap
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MPH or taken to events. Contact to be
made with the vaccination team and
facilities regards placing the banners

b) A4 posters

COMPLETE

4. IT / Communications
a) Website: Update members’ page on Trust
website and upload leaflet.

Sophie - Comms

b) Website membership page ‘hits’ to be
monitored

Comms

c) Social media: use Facebook and Twitter stories
from activities below.

Sophie - Comms

d) Activities and Events across the county:
The objective is to go out to the people – linking
with local/regional activities wherever possible

Governors

IN PROCESS
From launch of website

As and when

As and when

1 d) Link with Volunteer recruitment drives (with
Charmaine Griffiths).

Link with
Charmaine made

2 e) Link with Love Musgrove and other fund
Trust fundraising activities
Principle of interdependency to be established

Love Musgrove /
MSG

As and when

HR – Caroline
Stone

As and when

f) Link with activities in the staff recruitment
programme
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furthered by the Trust’s Comms team,
(not volunteers or Governors)

Governors to continually look for
events across the county which will
give the team an opportunity to ‘meet
the public’ and recruit members.
Electronic version of
postcard/membership leaflet sent to
Charmaine Griffiths for circulation to
all volunteers
Love Musgrove have been asked to
keep the MSG informed of any events
they could attend
Approval in principle further
discussions to be held. Caroline Stone
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g) Taking SFT out to the people : Link with local
activities to have presence in key regions

will advise of any events coming up
where she will be in attendance so
that the MSG can arrange for a
presence
All governors to be alert for events to
be involved in, e.g. local markets, fairs
– 1(a-d)

All Governors

Trial a stall or presence at a community event
before planning more

ON GOING

5. Youth Membership
Run ‘pilot’ assembly at a College – to help
formulate youth strategy Establish venue and
date

Carol Lydiate

asap

Advised that psychology was a subject of
student interest along with types of jobs
available within the health industry

The West Somerset College assembly
was cancelled due to start time issues.

CLOSED

Possible opportunity to attend a West
Somerset College careers event on 15
November.

AWAITING
CONFIRMATION OF
ARRANGEMENTS

YDH are in process of preparing their
letter to members. YDH Governors
were encouraged to sign up with SFT
at the Joint Governor meeting.

ON GOING

Merging with YDH
YDH to encourage their members to sign-up as
Somerset FT members prior to merger.

Tina
Hickinbottom

Medicine Members events to be
shared with YDH members. YDH to
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Continue to work with Tina Hickinbottom-Tacy
and Emily Mock to develop membership
engagement between the two trusts.

organise presenter for the February
event.
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Council of Governors’
The People Group
People Group Workplan 2022
Date of Meeting

4 November 2021

Author of Paper

Isobel Clements, Director of People and Organisational
Development
Lynn Pearson, Staff Governor (Chair, People Group)

Sponsor of Paper

Isobel Clements, Director of People and Organisational
Development

Summary

The paper outlines the proposed workplan for the People
Group for 2022

Confidentiality Status

Please tick if any of the following apply

(if confidential this
paper will not go on the
website, and will be
dealt with under Part 2
of the Agenda)





to

Previous
Consideration

6 November 2020

Recommendation

To approve the Workplan

Action Required

The People Group are requested to review and
approve the Workplan 2022.

The People Group Workplan 2022
People Group – 04 11 21
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SOMERSET NHS FOUNDATION TRUST

COUNCIL OF GOVERNORS
THE PEOPLE GROUP
WORK PLAN 2022 (subject to change as SFT works more closely with
Yeovil District Hospital)
Our People Objective (Objective 8): To develop a workforce that is:
• Safe, with the skills and expertise needed to enable innovation and provision of a
high-quality service
• Diverse, engaged, motivated and resilient, demonstrating the values and
behaviours we expect
• Resourced appropriately, flexible and agile to support outstanding care in the
most appropriate setting.
Topic

16 Feb

Resourced

DOPD

Engaged

5 May

2 Aug

DPOD
DPOD

Developed
National Staff Survey Results

DPOD

People Strategy updates

DPOD

DPOD

DPOD

Workplan 2022
Terms of Reference Review, Review
of Effectiveness and election of
Chairs and deputies

10 Nov

DPOD
Chair

Chair

Membership Strategy Group Report

Governor

REGULAR MEETING ITEMS
Item
Review of Draft minutes and action log / Matters Arising
Report from the People Committee

Responsibility
Chair
Governor

Review of the People section of the performance report

DPOD

Report from the Equality and Inclusion Lead (Staff)

ADPS

Membership Strategy Update

Governor

Report from the Charitable Funds Committee

Governor

The People Group Workplan 2022
People Group – 04 11 21
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LEGEND
Director of People and Organisational Development

DPOD

Assistant Director of People Services

ADPS

The People Group Workplan 2022
People Group – 04 11 21
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SOMERSET NHS FOUNDATION TRUST
MINUTES OF THE PEOPLE COMMITTEE
HELD ON 8 SEPTEMBER 2021 VIA MS TEAMS
Present:

Stephen Harrison
Kate Fallon
Graham Hughes
Louise Netto
Clare Boobyer-Jones
Isobel Clements
Jan Hull
Lee Cornell
Phil Brice
Jeanette Keech
Paul Townsend
Kirstie Lord
Lynn Pearson
Dan Meron

NED (Chair)
NED
NED – YDH
Assistant Director, People Services
Director of Allied Health and Psychology
Professions
Director of People and OD
NED
Assistant Director of Performance
Director of Governance and Corporate
Development
Governor
Director Mental Health and Learning Disability
Care
Assistant Director, People Services
Head of Operational Performance
Chief Medical Officer (part)

In attendance: Lauren Addicott
Ellie Brimacombe
Dee Barber
Sonia Arora

Executive PA – (Note taker)
Temporary Staffing Consultant
Temporary Staffing Manager
Interim Head of Permanent Recruitment

Apologies:

Chief Nurse
Deputy Chief Nurse
Director of Strategic Development and
Improvement
Improvement Manager
Service Director, Integrated and Urgent Care
Joint Chair of Staff Side
Staff Governor

Hayley Peters
Alison Wootton
David Shannon
Greg Cobb
Julie Jones
Denyze Harris
Neil Thomas

1.

Welcome, introduction and apologies
Apologies were noted as above.

2.

Colleague Story – Resourcing
The committee welcomed Ellie Brimacombe, who works within the Temporary
Staffing Team.
Ellie has been working in the Temporary Staffing Team for almost a year. When
she first started at the department her confidence was low as she had been

People Committee Minutes (Draft)
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redeployed and found change frightening. Elle is autistic and felt that she was not
right for the department. The managers were brilliant and arranged a training
schedule to settle her into the department, but the schedule had to be amended
as she found the team meetings difficult. Ellie’s managers Jasmine, Jo and Dee
really understood that adjusting to a daily team meeting was hard and they
worked together to find a solution for Ellie to leave the meeting if required which
was not obvious to the other team members.
Ellie settled well into the department trying hard to learn and understand her new
role in her own way. Part of this learning involved asking multiple questions to
understand why a task is completed in a certain way and the team never got
cross and were very patient. These questions were not a challenge to authority
but an autistic person trying to work out the process. Due to her autism, Ellie
does not understand authority divides very well and explained if a manager is
over-bearing she will be frightened but if the manager is nice and friendly she will
struggle to see that person as a manager but will have respect for them as a
friend. She worked hard for the Temporary Staffing Team as they respected her
and in turn, she respected them.
In January 2021, she took on greater responsibility within her role to look after a
department. Due to her analytical and critical thinking when reviewing processes,
she opened a ‘can of worms’ that needed resolving and meant that she felt
uncomfortable working for quite a while as she felt the whole department hated
her and blamed her for what was happening. However, she refused to give up
and now feels that the team are aware when challenging processes it’s for their
best interests.
On reflection, when thinking back to her arrival in the department, she still has
many difficulties in relation to being autistic such as finding small talk difficult and
not receiving sarcasm well but she has grown within her role and has had a
growth in confidence. She is no longer afraid to ask for help and potentially open
up a another ‘can of worms’. This confidence has only been possible as she feels
safe and supported by her managers.
In previous roles, Ellie has had minor disputes with colleagues and was
previously told to improve her social skills. Working from home has been a great
benefit which has removed Ellie from several situations that she found difficult
and if she needs a break this is possible without being obvious to other team
members. Ellie suffers with situational mutism which means when her anxiety is
high, or she is feeling stressed her voice will shut off and there is nothing she can
do to prevent this. In the office it was hard as colleagues would ask her what was
wrong and she was unable to respond but working at home has made this easier
to deal with.
She has seen such an improvement since joining the team and having managers
that understand and respect her way of working. She thanked Dee for her
involvement.
People Committee Minutes (Draft)
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SH asked Ellie the scope of her role. Ellie advised that she arranges temporary
staffing for the ED Department and agrees rates of pay with agencies which
involves negotiating with the agencies when the costs are high. Shortly her role
will be expanding to include arranging temporary staff for the community medical
staff.
JK queried whether Ellie is aware of colleagues in a similar position who could
benefit from her experience. She responded that she has approached IC to
develop an autistic network for the Trust. CBJ added that the Trust can
sometimes employ candidates who they feel have the right behaviour for the role
and feels education is required around this and agreed an autistic network would
be fantastic.
PT thanked Ellie for her story and noted the need to make adjustments for a
diverse workforce. PT asked Dee whether the Trust policies helped in managing
this set of circumstances. Dee confirmed that the policies helped as a framework
but she also completed her own research to have a better understanding. Ellie
has a skillset that a lot of other colleagues don’t which includes incredible
analytical and recall skills and it is underestimated how much these skills can
help the Trust.
A discussion took place in relation to the need to address the support provided
for autistic colleagues as a Trust and ensure there is a place for people who are
differently able to utilise their individual skills. IC confirmed the development of an
autism network will be included in the inclusion genre and she will continue to
update the committee on a routine basis.
KL added that Ellie has understated the difference she has made to the team and
just how valuable she is to the Trust. She encouraged Ellie to keep ‘opening
cans’. KL added that Ellie has been really lucky to have Dee as a manager as
she sees everyone as an individual and values them.
3.

Agree minutes of the last meeting held on 2 June 2021
The minutes were agreed.

4.

Actions from the last meeting held on 2 June 2021
The action log was noted and updated.

5.

Matters arising
There were no further matters arising that were not already on the agenda.

6.

Colleague story (Development) – Residual follow up actions
All actions from the previous colleague story had been covered.
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7.

Review of KPI’s
The KPI report was circulated with the meeting papers for information. KL
highlighted the key points from the report:
-

-

-

Absence levels are above average for this time of year. This is
predominately a result of Covid related sickness, stress, and anxiety.
Whilst absence levels are following national trends the Trust continues to
have one of the highest levels of sickness (7th highest out of 24 trusts) in
the South West. SH queried whether the data is directly comparable. KL
responded that the trends included all NHS Trusts, so the Trusts are not
comparable in size or location, but it does give a good indication within the
region.
It was recently agreed to move the absence target to 4.5% and the Trust
has exceeded the target in July with a 4.6% absence rate.
Vacancy levels remain above the target rate of 5%. International
recruitment has supported a reduction in general registered nurse
vacancies. Allied Health Profession recruitment will be the focus going
forward.
Retention is exceeding the target and including turnover rate compares
positively against the national average.

JH referred to the increase in absence levels and queried whether this is mainly
a result of Covid absence. KL responded that the absence levels need to be
monitored going forward. The vacancy position will impact absence levels so as
the vacancy position improves hopefully an improvement in sickness absence
should follow. The Trust has seen the number of colleagues having to isolate
increase alongside Covid sickness.
8.

Resourcing (high level summary)
The resourcing high level assurance summary was circulated with the meeting
papers for information. KL highlighted the key points from the report:
Medical Resourcing
There has been an increased focus on medical resourcing because of increased
medical agency spend. There are currently 65wte vacancies in the medical
budget vs the contracted position. The Integrated and Urgent Care Directorate is
experiencing the highest vacancy gap of 25.49wte. It is hoped this figure will
reduce following the intake of deanery doctors in August. The Mental Health and
Learning Disabilities Directorate also has a high vacancy gap of 9wte in which a
big proportion of the roles are part time.
Vacancy Levels
Due to the high number of medical vacancies nationally recruitment is being
driven by the candidates. The recruitment team need to ensure the vacancies are
attractive to candidates and work closely with the medical leadership team to
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ensure the correct focus. A decision was made to cease advertising over the
summer months but there are currently 21 medical vacancies out to advert. The
recruitment team have also been very successful with the background resourcing
work such as headhunting, contact with candidates and use of social media.
Following the success of overseas nurse recruitment this is also being
considered for medical vacancies but there has been some resistant due to
anxiety regarding skills and competence.
Recruitment Plans
The recruitment team review all vacancies and ensure there is a correct
configuration of roles. Two consultants have been appointed on a remote
working basis to establish if this is a model which could help attract candidates in
hard to fill roles. The Trust needs to encourage departments to think more
creatively in recruitment and the NHS People Plan refers to the NHS having
more flexibility.
Vacancy Impact on Locum Spend
At the end of July, the Trust had 26 agency locums in posts across the Trust
excluding ED, 10 of which are filling vacant posts. Agency spend is not always
vacancy driven spend and there has been resistance from teams to fill posts as
they want to keep a certain locum.
In response to a query from SH, KL confirmed the merger with Somerset
Partnership has made the organisation more attractive to potential candidates.
Following on from the discussions relating to long-standing locums within a team
it was agreed that detailed data would be shared including costings to allow the
medical leadership team to action any long-term issues and understand the
financial impact. However, the Trust must recognise the benefit of flexibility from
locums. LP noted that some medical teams are under an increased amount of
pressure in terms of waiting lists and ward cover and may have a good reason
they would like to continue to work with the locum.
Action: An update on medical locum costs to be provided at the next
meeting including the financial impact. (KL)
CBJ raised the opportunity to review skill mix and the potential use of consultant
nurses and AHPs to pick up an element of the consultant role where possible. KL
agreed it would be beneficial to review the harder to fill vacancies and consider
whether tasks could be actioned in different ways.
International Recruitment
NHSI provided funding in November 2021 to increase the number of nurses
employed by the NHS and it was agreed that 260 additional nurses would be
employed at SFT between November 2020 and December 2021 which put a
large amount of pressure on the recruitment team. The Trust is on track to deliver
this target with over 200 nurses already in post which is very beneficial with the
People Committee Minutes (Draft)
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current pressures the hospital is facing. KL asked the committee to note the
teams hard work to deliver this target and highlighted that positive feedback has
also been received from NHSI/E.
9.

Director’s update
The Director’s update report was circulated with the meeting papers for
information. IC highlighted the main points from her report:
Learning and Development
IC noted the strength of the Trust’s apprenticeship scheme which is a testament
to the Learning and Development Team. The apprenticeships are key to stem
ongoing difficulties in the workforce supply.
Career Engagement, Internships and Work Experience
The team adapted through Covid to continue to support individuals to have a
career in health using innovative ways to engage with schools, colleges, and
other employers.
Engagement Highlights
The Trust has recently been running a local pulse survey and although the
feedback was positive the response rate was low. Following discussion with the
working group a decision was made to stop the local pulse survey and proceed
with the national People Pulse. The People Pulse survey is quarterly and is
aligned to the NHS People Plan.
Wellbeing Update
Colleagues’ health and wellbeing continues to be a focus and a wellbeing
stakeholder event will be convened for system partners to consider the current
situation and develop a future strategy.
People Strategy and Cultural Transformation Update
The organisation is currently in year 4 of the People Strategy. The development
of a new strategy has been delayed due to the merger with YDH. A review of
activity has been undertaken and self- assessed against the NHS People Plan
actions for 2020/21 and IC provided the committee assurance that the Trust is in
line with the requirements. However, further focus will be required on flexibility in
the future following guidance form the regulators.
Work has commenced with YDH colleagues on engagement, cultural
transformation, and the development of a new People Strategy. NHSE/I have
also shared requirements which need to be met within the final business case.
Challenge has been made to NHSE/I in relation to the language used around
‘culture changes’ and whether a focus should be on ‘belonging’. The progress
made with engagement was recently noted at Trust Board and an engagement
champion event has been arranged for early October 2021. The initial areas to
focus on are values and the behavioural framework.
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JH queried whether People Pulse survey will be sent to all colleagues. LN
explained that when the local pulse survey was developed they were unaware
the national survey was going to be launched and mandatory for all trusts. The
survey will be sent to all NHS colleagues and the results will be available five
levels down beyond directorate level. The first national People Pulse survey will
commence in January 2022.
Action: Further details on the People Pulse Survey to be shared with the
minutes (LN)
10.

Inclusion activity to include governance arrangements
The Inclusion Update report was circulated with the meeting papers for
information. KL highlighted the following points:
-

-

-

-

-

-

The Head of Inclusion role has now been filled and the post holder will
commence on 1 November 2021.
The Inclusion Steering Group, jointly chaired by the Chief Operating
Officers, met for the first time in June 2021. There was good
representation from across the organisation and it was agreed the next
meeting would focus on coordinating the various network action plans into
a collated inclusion action plan.
The first Cultural Board was also chaired by Peter Lewis to listen to the
networks and in the longer term will include user groups and patient voice.
The Cultural Board will feed into Trust Board.
A carers network has been established.
Two chairs have been appointed for the LGBT Network and they are keen
to start to drive momentum around this network.
James Esleyer has taken over as chair of the Multi-cultural Network as
Sun Sander-Jackson will now be focusing as inclusion across the
organisation to avoid duplication and encourage shared learning.
A joint working group with YDH has been set up to review the actions from
the Workforce Race Equality Standard (WRES) and Workforce Disability
Equality Standard (WDES).
The NHS People Plan has set out six actions in relation to an overhaul of
recruitment and promotion practices. It has been agreed that these actions
will be taken forward as a Somerset system.
As part of the recruitment improvement project the priority is to ensure all
improvements are only implemented if they support a move to inclusive
recruitment practices. Therefore, Sonia Aurora has been appointed for a
6–9-month period to lead on this piece of work. SA introduced herself to
the committee and explained that she has a background in workforce
planning and development in the private and public sectors. There is some
work to be done within the organisation in relation to inclusive recruitment
and as SA comes from an Indian background and has a disability, she
feels strongly around this. JH queried whether this is a separate piece of
work to the review recruitment processes. KL confirmed SA is working
jointly with Nic Monteiro to review processes with inclusion in mind. JH
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proposed a meeting with herself and SH to gain further understanding as
the Committee chairs.
Action: SH/JH to meet with SA to gain more understanding of the
recruitment project (SH/JH)
KF acknowledged the progress that the Trust has made with the inclusion
agenda in the last few years which will be a good starting point for the merger.
IC added that workforce supply is included on the risk register and the Trust
needs to recognise the pressure on the recruitment team. A regular progress
update will be given to the committee going forward.
Action: A regular update on the workforce supply risk to be given at future
meetings. (IC)
11.

Cultural Maturity Review
The SFT Cultural Maturity Report was circulated with the meeting papers for
information. IC advised the committee that the report is still in draft format and
has been submitted to the Audit Committee with recommendations and
management responses. The report provides the committee and organisation
with an independent view and offers a good baseline for the merger.
A cultural dashboard is being developed which will include relevant data from the
national staff surveys and monthly pulse survey from NHSI/E. This will allow the
Trust to compare metrics with other organisations.
PB added that the Trust worked closely with BDO to understand the current
position as an organisation. Several of the recommendations and findings will
align with discussions at Trust Board and will need to be considered when
creating the future organisation.
KF referred to the comment on the terms of reference and the organisations tone
for risk appetite which is actioned by the Clinical Ethnics Committee which she
felt was not an efficient response. PB answered that When BDO were given the
scope of the audit it was explained that they should not repeat any previous work
such as board effectiveness and risk and governance as these would be viewed
alongside the report.

12.

Review of the BAF
The BAF report was circulated with the meeting papers for review. There were no
comments in relation to the report.

13.

Assurance received at the Committee
The committee noted further assurance in relation to culture. It was agreed that
outputs from the WRES and WDES would be brought back to the next meeting.
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Action: WRES and WDES outputs to be presented at the next meeting (KL)
IC stated that currently the dashboard is green. However, recognising recent
conversations in terms of workforce supply questioned whether this is an
accurate reflection. It was agreed that a further consideration would be made to
this following the resourcing deep dive seminar.
Action: Further consideration to be made to whether the dashboard is an
accurate reflection of the current position following the resourcing deep
dive seminar (IC)
14.

Committee Work Plans
The 2021/2022 and 2022/2023 work plans were circulated with the meeting
papers for approval. JH noted that due diligence will be required, and the
findings presented to a joint committee in December 2021.
The committee approved the workplans.

15.

Any other business
There was no further business to be discussed.

16.

Dates of future meetings
7 December 2021, 10am – 1pm
Via MS Teams

17.

Seminar – Resourcing deep dive
This part of the meeting was not minuted but additional attendees were noted as
follows:
Charlotte Jeffery
Dee Barber
Nic Monteiro
Sumitar Young

-

Recruitment Manager
Temporary Staffing Manager
Clinical Projects Manager
Governor
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Notes
CHARITABLE FUNDS COMMITTEE
Wednesday 20 October 2021 at 14.00 via MS Teams
1. Chairman’s comments
a. Meeting to note how different life is outside the NHS v inside re fundraising
– to carry on with challenges.
b. Patient discharge folder on back burner
c. Chaplaincy festivals to be followed up
d. YDH/SFT merger
e. Compton report to the committee meeting – format agreed.
2.

Terms of reference agreed as presented.

3.

CCLA charity fund managers: presentation by Daisy Mannifield on current
financial market and performance of Trust’s funds within that market.

4.

Request for funds to cover cost of two cycle shelters in the Beacon Centre area
discussed and agreed.

5.

NHS Charities Together grant awarded.

6.

Financial report accepted as presented

7.

Love Musgrove – development and fundraising report:
a. Sky diving 9 divers = £7,500, repeat in April 2022 with more people
taking part hopefully raising in region of £22,000
b. Elliot Ward mail out
c. Children’s ward artwork – all sold
d. Annual fundraising Race day planned for February 2022
e. Bridgwater gym doing a 24-hour fundraising challenge
f. Virtual Santa Dash
g. Revised Staff Lottery forms created high new sign ups
h. Lift door vinyl’s project still being looked into
i. 2022 Charity 25th Anniversary (formal start of charity fund raising at
Musgrove) being launched 27 November 2021

8.

Review of branding of charity prior to and following merger SFT/YDH. Further
discussions to continue. Objective is to keep Love Musgrove for its Taunton
locality.

9.

Directorate spending: still not being sufficiently used. Further work, targeting
top and bottom of department structures, to be carried out.

10. Regulatory issues: none outstanding.
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11. League of Friends: received a large legacy this year. Musgrove teams bidding
for annual funding from the LoF.
12. AOB:
Request from Catering team for monies to pay for Christmas crackers for all
patients. Felt this should be funded from Trust finances. Crackers to be made
of ecological materials.
13. Date of next meeting 26 January at 14.00hrs.
Jeanette Keech
25 10 21
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